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Narrative Description in Marco Polo's Travels:
A Nonfictional Application of Bakhtin's Chronotope
by
Ute Margarete Saine
California Scace University-Long Beach

THROUGHOUT the text of Marco Polo's Devisementdu monde, 1 the reader
is repeatedly enjoined to believe the narration. Such a captatio benevolentiae
- the rhetorical convention inviting reade1 interest - typically takes the
form of assertions, such as "I am telling nothing but the truth"; "Everybody ought to believe this"; "This is how it was"; "This is how Marco Polo
saw it," and the like. The narrator even proposes to uphold the sophisticated distinction between eyewitness information, gathered firsthand, and
accounts obtained from others: 2
We will set down things seen as seen, things heard as heard, so
that our book may be honest and truthful without any lies, with
no one able to attack its statements as fabrication. And all who
read the book or hear it ought to believe it, because it contains
nothing but the truth. (39)
Upon entering the road of narration, however, the puzzled reader encounters what would seem to be very heterogeneous levels of veracity indeed.
The usual answer as to why Marco Polo's notion of veracity diverges from
our own is that it is rooted in the Middle Ages. That answer is obviously
not false, but it begs the question, which is, after all, of interest in a text
that has been maligned as farfetched fantasy by some and revered as
accurate travel relation by others.
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After pondering many narrative episodes for the rhyme or reason of
their fluctuations in reliability, I have found that the narrator's assurances
of veracity alone do not a truthful description make. For example, he will
brazenly assert, after having reassured us that he is telling the truth, "Let
me tell you in all sincerity that the people of that island [today called
Andaman] all have dog heads and teeth and eyes like dogs; and you should
not doubt that, for I tell you in short that they are completely similar to the
head of a large bulldog" (422). Did Marco Polo imagine to have seen such
creatures? Nothing could be more improbable. Obviously, the example is
indication enough that Marco Polo never set foot on the Andaman islands,
as the French editor patiently remarks in a footnote concerning this episode, or nonepisode, of the journey: "D' apres la description qui en est faite
on peut raisonnablement supposer que Marco Polo a mis le cap a I' ouest
apres les iles Nicobar sans debarquer aux Andaman" (421; my emphasis) .
This essay will not examine the degree of concordance between Marco
Polo's assurances of veracity and the veracity of actual descriptions: we ought
to be as sensible as the French editor in granting him his medieval leeway,
a certain veering between fact and fiction, which, as we have seen, is usually
detected without difficulty. Instead, the more worthwhile question seems
to be the following: How do descriptions of settings and events differ when
we can be reasonably sure that Marco Polo did see and experience them?
Gauging the degrees of accuracy in Marco Polo's actual observations and,
above all, examining whether there is a narratological pattern informing
the descriptions oflived experiences will be the aim of this article. By comparing key examples of narrated travel experiences, we hope to find a reason
for the discrepancies in veracity observed by previous readers of the Travels.
In order to establish our case that the Travels contains vastly different
kinds of descriptions, all of which are based on eyewitness observation omitting descriptions such as that of the Andaman people cited above,
which are not based on eyewitness observation - let us begin with three
descriptive passages presented "blindly," i.e., without disclosing for the
moment their geographical and chronological place along the route that
Marco Polo chose to be that of his narrative.
Our first passage concerns the observation of birds that some earlier
travelers had claimed to be griffins, the fabulous birds known from the
Philologus and later bestiaries. After conceding that the birds were indeed as
large as griffins are imagined to be, the narrator demurs: "But you must
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know that they are by no means such as men in our country suppose, or as
we portray them - half bird and halflion" (482). 3
In another passage, our second example, the narrator becomes the first
"anthropologist" to observe the custom of male postpartum behavior:
When a woman has given birth to a child, she washes and
swaddles him. Then her husband goes to bed and takes the baby
with him and lies in bed for forty days. . . . This they do because
they say that his wife has had her share of trouble in carrying
the infant in her womb, so they do not want her to endure
more during this period of forty days. And the wife is no sooner
delivered of her child than she rises from bed and does all the
work of the house and waits upon her lord in bed. (305-6)
The third example mentions a city in "a very great province and at one
time a very splendid and powerful one" (90-91). Instead of describing it,
the narrator mentions:

.

From [here] the three Magi set out.... Here, too, they lie buried
in three sepulchers of great size and beauty. . . . Their bodies
are still whole, and they have hair and beards as though they
were still alive. One was called Balthazar, the second Caspar,
and the third Melchior. Messer Marco was in that town and
asked several of the inhabitants about the lives of these three
Magi, but no one could tell him anything except that they were
three kings who had been friends and who were buried there in
days gone by. (92; chap. 31)

It seems obvious at a glance that in the first two examples we may
conclude the presence of a surprisingly open-eyed, unprejudiced narrator,
who not only plausibly relates strange customs (the second example) but
also profits from his experience with the unfamiliar to debunk European
misconceptions (the first example) . In the third passage, by contrast, readers
feel curiously shortchanged in their expectation that a city called "splendid,"
the capital of a region, probably with much commercial activity of interest
to Marco Polo, ought to stimulate a lively, detailed description. Instead,
they receive a hagiographic account about relics, the likes of which would
not require a visit to the site but could be obtained from indirect sources.
In addition, the modern reader - who does not share the parameters of a
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medieval person accustomed to hagiography in travel accounts - 4 is uncomfortably aware of the distinct possibility that, for once, "Messer Marco"
had asked the wrong question of the informants living in the city mentioned. By loading his interrogation with his own preconceptions ("those
Magi"), he utterly failed to exploit their knowledge as natives, precluding
any factual response on their part.
In the hope of assigning possible locations to the three episodes above,
let us persist for the moment in our concerted effort to suppress our topographical knowledge of anthropology and biblical history and imagine Marco
Polo's hypothetical trajectory from Venice via Persia and India to China
and Japan and returning via Indonesia and India. A fair assumption would .
be that the description of any location close to Venice and Europe would
freely display the narrator's greater ease of orientation and recognition of
the familiar. In harmony with this hypothesis, locations close to Europe
would evince abundant, precise, and verifiable narrative detail. According
to this assumption, we would almost certainly place the first two examples
closer to home, supposing that the relative objectivity of the description
corresponded to a region bordering on Europe. On the other hand, we
would surely relegate the third example to the farthest confines of Marco
Polo's journey, granting that he had reason to be disoriented by the
strangeness of his experiences. Another suspicion might arise, namely, that
the third example is not based on eyewitness information at all, which would
exclude it from the parameters of this essay as outlined at the beginning.
However, we can know that Marco Polo visited the city described in the
third example, in fact, perhaps repeatedly so.
In sum, the great surprise after examining the three passages above,
followed by example after example of similarly patterned narrative descriptions, is the following: the kinds of episodes resulting from a relatively familiar environment, as opposed to a totally unfamiliar one, do not fall into
the pattern anticipated above. The hypothetically "fair" as~ignment of
geographical locations, which we have suggested above, is not only inaccurate and inconsistent but we find it to be almost exactly the reverse of Marco
Polo's narrative practice: as a rule, places and events of the Far East are
described with great precision, 5 while those of the Middle East exhibit an
astonishing lack of descriptive detail.
How do we account, on the one hand, for extremely detailed narrative renderings of Chinese cities with a wealth of concrete detail and a
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minimum of fantastic elements when, in fact, those regions were completely foreign to the narrator and, as a matter of fact, to most Europeans?
How do we account, on the other hand, for the schematic treatment, suffused
with legendary elements, of regions such as the Near and Middle East, a
relatively familiar part of the known world, through which thousands of
Europeans had passed ever since the days of Alexander of Macedonia and
the Roman Empire? One thing is certain: because the assertions of veracity
quoted at the beginning demonstrably possess not the slightest effect on the
actual veracity of textual description in the Travels, the discrepancy must
be subordinate to some other epistemological and discursive system inherent
in the text, a system that we will attempt to elucidate in this article. 6
In order to proceed with the analysis of the surprising narrative dichotomy in Marco Polo's Travels, I would like to evoke a pertinent contribution to narratology that the Russian critic Mikhail Bakhtin made in the
1930s.

To bridge the gap between the formalist and the sociological ("realist")
analysis of literary texts, a gap that has haunted textual studies since their
inception in the late Middle Ages, Bakhtin introduces the term chronotope.
Bakhtin has deliberately fashioned a term - coined from the Greek roots
for time and space- that would correspond to Einsteinian relativity theory,
with time and space .forming parts of the same continuum rather than
discrete coordinates of human experience, as in the previous episteme so
well defined in Kant's Critique of Pure Reason. According to Michael
Holquist, the first critic to have made Bakhtin's Russian texts accessible in
English, chronotopes are "a unit of analysis for studying texts according to
the ratio and nature of the temporal and spatial categories represented."7 A
given author may display a variety of chronotopes in the same text; in turn,
given readers may perceive a text through a complex process of mediation
between their chronotope(s) and the chronotope(s) of the text. Hence,
according to Katerina Clark and Holquist, "the chronotope is a bridge, not
a wall" 8 between the world of the text and the world of the reader, as well as
a bridge between the actual world as a source of representation or mimesis
and the text representing that world through mimesis. To the extent that
each chronotope constitutes a way of representing the world, it manifests
itself in the guise of a certain discursive practice. Just as chronotopes may
appear juxtaposed or blended in a given text, or in the reader's apperception
of the text, narrative discourse may espouse the dialogic form of alternating
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heterogeneous discourses. This is to say that discourses that have been
borrowed from different sources and that represent different chronotopes
may coexist in one and the same text in order to constitute what Holquist
has aptly rendered as heteroglossia, 9 the coexistence and mingling - not,
however, the indistinct blending - of heterogeneous voices in one and the
same text.
What is the salient chronotope of Marco Polo's Travels, binding the
"world represented" with the "world as a source of representation"? There
can be no doubt that it is the road. According to Bakhtin' s essay "Forms of
Time and Chronotope in the Novel," 10 the road is one of the oldest and
most enduring chronotopes, 11 from the days of the Hellenistic adventure
novel to the heyday of the novels of chivalry, on to their heteroglot parody
in the picaresque novels and Donfh!ixote, and on further to the subliterary
genres of today's pulp fiction and soap opera.
At this point, someone may object: Why bother to adduce the term
chronotope when, in fact, the Travels is not fiction but rather an actual travel
relation with a real, traceable road followed by Marco Polo the traveler? 12
To this a variety of caveats should be addressed. First of all, Marco Polo's
road seems not that traceable, neither on a medieval map nor a modern
one, a complication that has been cogently explored elsewhere, notably in
the pioneering studies of Sir Henry Yule. 13 The road is clearly employed as
a narrative structuring device quite comparable to its customary function
in fiction, provided we keep in mind that its apparent linearity represents
twenty-five years of criss-cross travel and many intermittent stays experienced
by Marco Polo and his companions. Ifl may venture a personal comparison, I would consider it quite a tour de force to narrate my over twenty
years in the United States by tracing a straight line through all the American cities where I have ever lived or traveled and then tell and sell my
"story" in Europe as that of a single journey across the United States, all
undertaken roughly within the same period.
Another consideration making the application of the chronotope expedient concerns the often-debated problem of the narrator. The chronotope
permits us to connect Marco Polo - source of all information, yet referred
to throughout in the third person as "Messer Marco" - to the supposed
author of the Travels, identified in the prologue as a writer of chivalric tales
by the name of Rustichello (frenchified as Rusticien), presumed fellow inmate of Marco Polo's Genoese prison cell. Marco Polo and Rustichello can
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safely be assumed to have shared the same chronotope or chronotopes the host of assumptions and superstitions gyrating in the heads of latechirteenth-century Europeans. That the book was destined to reach the
largest possible contemporary public is exemplified in the expedient decision
to choose medieval French rather than Italian as the lingua franca of their
narrative. 14
From what has been said so far about the Travels of Marco Polo, it is
apparent that the chronotope would be of little use here had Bakhtin defined it as monological and homogeneous. Fortunately for us, Bakhtin
throughout in~ists upon intertextualiry, or what he calls the "dialogical
principle," which according to him distinguishes in particular the prose
narrative, making it uniquely permeable to a multiplicity of chronotopes. I
have already alluded to several factors (narrative condensation of twentyfive years, confusion of narrators, uncertainty of geographical aspects), all
of which challenge us to treat this travel account no differently than any other
fictional travel narrative. Moreover, since fictitious travel accounts usually
claim to be factual, the chronotope permits us to discard the narratively
arbitrary distinction between fact and fiction. To be sure, I hasten to add
that such a distinction is arbitrary not in terms of ethical or even heuristic
concerns - concerns not addressed in this paper - but decidedly so in reference to narrative and discursive practice.
In support of the assumption that fact and fiction partake in the same
discursive patterns, I need only mention the mounting evidence accumulated
in the last twenty years by a growing group of interdisciplinary intellectual
historians, among them, to mention but a few, Michel Foucault, Reinhart
Kosellek, and Hayden White, who have cogently demonstrated, each with
a different approach, that the supposedly factual discourse employed by
historians of any given period closely parallels the rhetoric of the fictional
discourse and the narrative strategies employed by the novelists of the same
period. 15
As we are now trying to probe what chronotopes might be responsible
for the paradoxically reversed difference in describing the Near and the
Far East, we are reminded that Bakhtin perceives two cultures in the Middle
Ages:
It can be said, with some restrictions, to be sure, that medieval
people in a way led two lives: one official, monolithically serious
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and somber; beholden to strict hierarchical order; filled with
fear, dogmatism, devotion, and piety; the other, of carnival and
the public place: free, full of ambivalent laughter, sacrileges, profanations of all things sacred, disparagement and unseemly behavior, familiar contact with everybody and everything. 16
In this passage, Bakhtin posits the separation of the two medieval cul- .
tures rather than their interpenetration, discarding the concept of fusion of
styles, voices, or inspirations so dear to the conventional organicist models
ofliterary criticism. Instead, he stresses the simultaneous duality of the two
medieval lives, the official and the carnivalesque, present in the dialogical
narrative voices of the medieval text.
It is precisely the emphasis on the interweaving and contrasting of two
different voices, styles, or languages (heteroglossia) that proves to be useful
for our purposes, for it permits us to identify the dualistic discursive practice that the narrator of the Travels displays when describing one or the
other of the two Easts, Middle or Far. To be sure, the term carnivalesque may
be of limited use in scanning a travel relation, although Marco Polo's not
infrequent humor - of which we find traces in the second example - could
conceivably be subsumed under the term. Nevertheless, the two distinct
manners in which the medieval narrator handles the "fear, dogmatism,
devotion, and piety" of official culture - on the one hand, succumbing to
their impact, and on the other, rejecting them in favor of unfettered
observation - have a direct impact on our study of the Travels.
In fact, the conclusion seems all but obvious. Marco Polo's descriptions
of the Middle East are shaped by what Bakhtin defines as the official medieval culture, the corpus, or, we might say, canon, of official biblical and
apocryphal texts, legends, and other hagiographic sources. Surfacing in a
profusion of literary genres and oral traditions, official culture was to furnish the chronotope of Marco Polo's narrative descriptions during the first
part of his travels. Those were the lands of the Bible, saturated with innumerable biblical references and imbued with legends. But they were also
the regions of the Muslims, the hated infidels of medieval literature, ever
since the Chanson de Roland at the latest. Because the language concerning
the regions touched by Christianity was predetermined by tradition, the
narrator of the Travels chose to adhere to it rather than incur censure in
Europe. The profusion of predigested narratable detail not only made
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narrating observed events and experiences redundant but literally seems to
have blocked the traveler's five senses, most particularly his vision.
If we attempt to summarize narrative procedures in this first section
of the Travels covering the Middle East, we discover, first of all, that topographical features are hardly mentioned, although it can be safely assumed
that Marco Polo had passed through certain regions, even if only because
he had to, in order to penetrate to the Far East beyond, where his presence
has been attested.
We are now ready to identify the third passage, quoted at the beginning,
as a characteristic example of the first chronotope. Now we comprehend
why the only fact mentioned about the Persian city of Saveh is the mausoleum of the three magi and the only human interaction reported is the
question about these legendary figures, addressed to the presumably puzzled
Muslim inhabitants. There are no renderings of observed visual data in this
scene, not even of the alleged tomb itself, let alone the appearance of the
Muslims interrogated. It seems almost as though Marco Polo had passed
through these regions blindfolded, as if listening to the inner voices of official
hagiography guiding him along on his trajectory through Persia and the
rest of the Middle East. Alternately, if we presume that Marco Polo actually
perceived the Middle Eastern ambiance, any details so noticed must not
have seemed worthwhile, either in the moment of the journey or in that of
the retelling to (and of) his ghostwriter, Rustichello, for their trace is notoriously absent in the account of his travels. Thus the blindfolded state of the
traveler, as it were, appears replicated in that of the narrator, so much so
that the narration, in its Middle Eastern passages, constitutes a mere repetition and amplification of the official lore about the Holy Lands, in no way
departing from, in Bakhtin's words, the "monolithically serious and somber" canon of religious piety. Literally and figuratively, Marco Polo renders
the Middle East as though he had not departed from Europe at all.
Accordingly, the description ofSaveh is by no means an exception. Let
us examine several successive episodes typical of the Middle Eastern
hagiographic chronotope. Soon after visiting Saveh, after having explained
why Mount Ararat, where the Ark rested, was difficult to climb, namely,
because it was sacred and taboo, the narrator describes how the ponds
surrounding a monastery on that mountain held no fauna all year - and yet
fish proliferated miraculously on the first day of Lent, when the monks
needed them for their Lenten diet. Similarly, only one page further, the
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description of Baghdad is concocted from miraculous elements. After
describing the Muslim caliph as some kind of antipope, the narrator presents a legendary historical exemplum in which the caliph, enemy of the
Christians, is punished for his greed for gold by the arrival of the Mongols
in 1255, in whose service, let us remind ourselves, Marco Polo effected his
travels of over twenty-five years. The episode immediately following, no
less didactic and ever more miraculous, relates how a Christian shoemaker,
in 1225, saved the entire Christian community of Baghdad from the caliph's
wrath by literally "moving a mountain." Somewhat further down the road,
the crowning achievement, and only fact mentioned, of the city ofTabris
consists of the curative powers attributed to certain belts that were woven
by the local Carmelites and were said to soothe pain.
The extent to which the Middle Eastern chronotope is dominated by
sanctioned and sacrosanct European traditions, including wishful thinking
based on them, is evident in a passage concerning a supposedly historical
battle between Christians and Muslims in Abyssinia: "And it was no miracle
[that the Christians won], for it would not be a worthy thing if the Saracen
dogs subjugated the Christians" (491). Here, "miraculous" is invoked as a
causal explanation for a historical event (it was no miracle), thus producing
a vicious narrative circle of "miracle equals real event," which short-circuits
any need of or use for factual description.
The passage just cited occurs at the end of the book, when Marco Polo
crosses the Middle East again on his return journey. Significantly, it reads
no differently from those of his first journey through the region. Proving
conclusively that Marco Polo was well-nigh impermeable to visual and spatial data while transiting through the biblical regions, the lack of narrative
differentiation further corroborates the nonvisual or even antivisual character
of the Near Eastern chronotope.
The biblical chronotope turns out to be achronical, or antichronical,
or, to put it bluntly, anachronistic, bent as it is upon the medieval or paleoChristian past. Analogously, it avers itself to be radically atopographical
and antitopographical. No new or present time, no new or present space is
introduced, and this leads to the glaring absence of observed and described
time or space. The text exhibits only prescribed time and space, "pre-scribed,"
that is, in the double etymological sense of previously written, predigested,
and codified, as well as of prescriptive and canonical. In a narrative that
skips from miracle to miracle, I find particularly sllggestive the rhetorical
IO
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disclaimer that the battle victory above was "no miracle," illustrating as it
does the total obliviousness, on the part of the text's author, or authors, to
a "prescription." It is characteristic of "official" culture in the Bakhtinian
sense that it is followed blindly. The very obliviousness displayed by the
narrator demonstrates that claims of veracity can easily coexist with the
miraculous in a chronotope dominated by hagiography, as is the case in
Marco Polo's travels through the Middle Eastern Holy Land.
Furthermore, if we dissect the chronotope into its temporal and spatial
components, we will observe that in the regions of the Bible and early
Christianity, the wealth of hagiographical materials forms a polychronic,
or in Saussurian terms, a diachronic prenarrative text, which, thanks to
Marco Polo's travel project, is compressed into an ahistorical, synchronic
narrative. In this narrative, anything relating to observable and describable
present time is abolished, while archaic time prevails unchallenged as some
kind of rigid, immutable surrogate present. Similarly, present space, instead
of being explored and described with some narrative attention, exists as a
kind of shell, or foil, for past events having taken place in biblical space.
Thus, as soon as a familiar place-name is evoked (e.g., Mount Ararat), biblical events are conjured up from several centuries before, the narrative
pouring into the mould of the city name the diverse accretions of old, stagnant space.
The disappearance of present time as well as of the progressive, ongoing time changes characterizing any given present time is also noticeable
in the fact that the Middle East through which Marco Polo travels while
going to the Far East is exactly the same as the Middle East of his return to
Venice twenty-five years later. Just how familiar thirteenth-century Persia
would have been to Europeans is a question not answered by the Travels, due
to its scarcity of contemporary data.
Not so the Far East. One might ask what chronotope made China,
India, Indonesia, and the Arabian Sea assimilable to the narrator of the
Travels, when in fact, hardly any Europeans had ever been there or created
a narrative tradition concerning it. 17 Yet, as we have seen in the first two
examples, the narrator seems to assimilate the Far East more readily than
the Middle East. Concerning the reasons for the differentiated descriptive rendition of the Far East, the analytical tool of the chronotope will
again allow us to formulate some conclusions that go beyond mere
speculation.
II
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In the prologue, the narrator affirms several times that young Marco
acculturated himself in Kublai Khan's domains: "He learned the customs
and habits of the Tartars, their language, and their culture, admirably well"
(58). Furthermore, his intellectual curiosity was met at least half-way by
that of the khan, whom the young Marco Polo supposedly observed chiding
messengers for having returned from a mission unable to describe the
landscapes and cities through which they had journeyed. According to the
text, the khan declared that "he would rather hear reports of these strange
countries, and of their customs and usages, than of the business on which
he had sent them." Who is to say whether the khan's unusual bent was a
mental projection of the Venetian's own inclinations or whether the ruler's
curiosity matched or inspired Marco Polo's? In any case, the text relates
that immediately upon hearing of the khan's discomfiture, Marco Polo
decided to enter his services as an envoy, with the obvious intention to
better his predecessors. It is certain, moreover, that during the period covered
by Marco Polo and before its disintegration, the Mongolian empire was
infused with a rather cosmopolitan spirit allied with commercial enterprise,
a spirit that may well have appealed to the native of Venice, a city that had
been similarly flourishing, both artistically and commercially, since the
Crusades. It has been suggested that the surprising cross-cultural affinity
between Marco Polo and the khan stimulated the unique narrative immediacy of the Far Eastern chronotope in the Travels, making it appear similar to early Renaissance Venice and travel descriptions of the modern period
and dissimilar to the Middle Eastern chronotope with its distinctly medieval emphasis.
At this point, we are able to discern what sets apart the Middle Eastern
and the Far Eastern chronotope. Marco Polo took the culture of the biblical regions to be a familiar extension of his own, not requiring any special
dedication to alfresco observation of space and time. As such, he chose not
to communicate with people in their language nor inquire about their customs, except, as in the aborted attempt at Saveh, to confirm such biblical
legends as he had brought with him as mental baggage. On the other hand,
he did enter into a dialogue with the inhabitants of the Far East, beginning
with the great khan himself, and so became an avid observer of the Far
Eastern economic, social, and cultural environment. Whereas he traveled
through the Holy Land with eyes and ears closed, as it were, repeating ad
infinitum stories passed on through ages of written and oral memory, he
12
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opened ears and eyes with great curiosity as he journeyed through the
immense dominions of the Mongolians. As a result, immediately experienced and described space and present time become the mainstay of the
Far Eastern chronotope, just as past time and the hagiographic tradition
had dominated the Middle Eastern one.
The narrative chronotope found in the descriptions of the Far East
provides extensive analysis of manufacture and commerce and vividly describes cities with only relatively minor concessions to the medieval readers'
taste for the marvelous. On the contrary, whenever lived experience is
discursively altered, this is usually due to the need to schematize somewhat
the overwhelming and repetitious abundance of temporal and spatial information. When Marco Polo resorts to hearsay anecdotes or secondary stories
within the narrative, he does so with the intent to intensify his descriptions
rather than to illustrate morals or reinforce religious stereotypes as he did
in the Middle East.
There are three aspects of narrative description that most prominently
illuminate the dialogical chronotope of the second part of the Travels. The
first is what we might anachronistically call the anthropological content of
many episodes, such as the example of male postpartum behavior mentioned
in the second example. Their salient feature is an unabashed directness,
which the reader perceives as utterly modern, or at least post-Renaissance,
an accuracy that, with a few exceptions among eighteenth-century travelers,
was not to be attained again in the description of foreign cultures and societies until the foundation of anthropology properly speaking in the late
nineteenth and early twentieth centuries (Malinowski, Levi-Bruhl et al.).
Moreover, in descriptive passages such as the one quoted as our second
example, Marco Polo rarely offers value judgments but lets the reader judge
the account on its proper merits, much as any twentieth-century anthropologist is wont to do.
At the most, some telling humor is present in episodes presenting
cultural or social practices divergent from "European" 18 ones. If we are not
sure whether to call the account of male labor humorous, there is no doubt
about the presence of irony in other descriptive passages. When a paragraph
about India starts with the tantalizing information "I must tell you that in
this province of Maabar there is no master tailor or dressmaker to cut or
stitch cloth" (427), 19 we are inclined to view it as an example of Marco
Polo's extensive report on the impressive textile manufacture oflndia. Yet
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it only serves as a jocular prelude to describe the various forms of undress of
the hot coastal region: in Maabar, "people go stark naked all year round."
No dressmakers indeed! This form of humor, imbued as it is with a healthy
dose of cultural relativism, is not as sarcastic or dogmatic as the sneers
addressed to "Mohamedans" inhabiting the biblical regions but rather goodnaturedly achieves a dialogical, mediated view of people as people
everywhere.
At times, humor is expressed not merely at the expense of the unfamiliar
and exotic but turns into a critique of European customs and convictions.
The example of the griffins that are not griffins comes to mind. In it, Marco
Polo corrects a European legend that is a part of medieval lore, contesting
its erroneous assumptions and replacing legend with the sober, zoologically
reliable description of a bird he only calls griffin, the name being that part
of the European tradition he habitually abandons last.
The most striking case of such a critique of European assumptions
occurs when Marco Polo encounters an animal with one horn, which he
proceeds to call unicorn. Imagine, if you will, the appearance of a medieval
unicorn, perhaps of the famous French tapestries at the Musee de Cluny,
and dialogically juxtapose Marco Polo's description:
They have many wild elephants and quite a few unicorns; they
have skin like a buffalo, elephant-like feet, and a big black horn
in the middle of the forehead. . . . When it wants to kill another living being, it stomps it to a pulp with its knees. . . . It
has a head like a wild boar, which it bends toward the earth; its
habitat are the muddy swamps between lakes and forests. This
is a very ugly and disgusting beast. It is not at all as we commonly describe it, when we pretend that it can be captured in
the lap of a virgin. ~ite to the contrary. (413-14)
In this passage, Marco Polo maintains the identification of the unicorn
in name only, mercilessly downgrading in every respect the hagiographic
beast known since the Philologus: the buffalo skin and monstrous legs vitiate the grace and whiteness of the unicorn; the thick black horn demolishes
the delicately chiseled instrument of the legendary animal; the narrator
does not shrink from calling the miraculous creature invested with religious
symbolism an ugly brute. As in the example of the griffin previously
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mentioned, and in many others, he retains, however, the unicorn's name as
a convenient signifier, while completely revamping the signified according
to eyewitness observation.
The contrast could not be greater between, on the one hand, the rewriting of the unicorn legend according to the wild animal encountered,
significantly, as part of the Far Eastern chronotope, and on the other hand,
the respectful and reverential treatment accorded hagiographical elements
encountered in the Near East. In the description of the rhinoceros - so
vivid with bewilderment that it reminds us of Di.irer's etching some one
hundred years later - Marco Polo radically and daringly empties the creature, one of the prime animal figurations of Christian redemption, of all
religious content and superimposes upon this textual excision a muddy
beast, for the simple reason that he has encountered it, heedless of any and
all prescriptions of the canon.
One is tempted to speculate how the narrator would have described
the unicorn, had he stumbled upon a rhinoceros in the lands imbued with
what French medievalists call "le merveilleux chretien." Would he have
passed it over in silence or altered the beast's description to fit the legendary stereotype? If the Bakhtinian chronotope serves us well, he would have
at least avoided naming it unicorn.
A study of Marco Polo's Travels confirms Mikhail Bakhtin' s observation of medieval dualiry, quite unexpectedly, in the neat topographical,
and textual, dichotomy separating the Middle East from the East beyond.
While the road through the Christian Orient displays a predominantly
static monological chronotope based on the constant narrative reference to
written Christian authority in all its hieratic rigor and rigidity, the oriental
road of the Far East allows us to witness a new spatial and temporal
chronotope based on oral communication and visual testimony. This second, Far Eastern chronotope reflects the liberating "carnival" character of
Marco Polo's journey beyond the confines of the familiar and the official,
"full of ambivalent laughter" and the risks and joys of the eyewitness
description of new times and places, which still makes reading the Travels a
delight, even in the late twentieth century. As such, the world of the Orient
displays a paradoxical dialogical affinity with Venetian life and the thought
and perceptions of the early European Renaissance, whose ways of being
and thinking have shaped Marco Polo, and in turn were to be shaped by
him through the narrative feat of his Travels.
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NOTES

r. Quotations will be my translations from A.-C. Moule and Paul Pelliot, eds.,

Le devisement du monde: Le livre des merveilles, by Marco Polo, restored text,
modern French trans. Louis Hambis, ed. and intro. Stephane Yerasimos, 2 vols.
(Paris: Editions La Decouverte, 1984). Pagination is continuous, obviating need
for reference to volume.
2. The same distinction is made in Mandeville's Travels, ed. and intro. J. 0.
Halliwell (London: Lumley, 1839), without contributing to narrative veracity in
anyway.
3. For a synthetic description of the medieval griffin, see T. H. White, The Bestiary:
A Book ofBeasts (New York: Putnam, 1954).
4. To be sure, not all narrative descriptions fall into the surprising pattern above;
occasionally, Marco Polo acutely describes animals in the Middle East and offers
somewhat nebulous descriptions of a Far Eastern phenomenon. Yet the astounding abundance of precise descriptions or descriptions attacking and revising European commonplaces concerning the Far East, versus inaccurate ones about the
Middle East, cannot be denied. This unexpectedly reversed dichotomy constitutes
precisely the raison d'etre of this article.
5. About the ubiquity of hagiography in medieval travel accounts, see also
Halliwell 's introduction to Mandeville's Travels, viii.
6. The only major narrative distortion in descriptions of the Far East concerns
the fact that Marco Polo avoids repetition for stylistic reasons. Instead of describing the second, or third, or eighth splendid palace or garden, he condenses by
randomly applying high figures, such as "one hundred deer" or "a thousand beautiful buildings," and the like.
7. Mikhail M. Bakhtin, The Dialogic Imagination, ed. Michael Holquist, trans.
Caryl Emerson and Michael Holquist (Austin: University of Texas Press, 1981), 425.
According to Tzvetan Todorov, Mikhail Bakhtin: The Dialogical Principle (Minneapolis: University of Minnesota Press, 1984), 122, Bakhtin wrote the article "Forms
of Time and the Chronotope in the Novel" in 193r38.
8. Katerina Clark and Michael Holquist, Mikhail Bakhtin (Cambridge, Mass.:
Harvard University Press, 1984), 279.
9. Bakhtin's Russian terms raznorechie and raznojazychie are both rendered as
heteroglossia by Holquist, whereas T odorov distinguishes them as heterology and
heteroglossia respectively.
IO. In Bakhtin, The Dialogic !magi-nation, 84-258.
II. Concerning the Greek romances, Bakhtin writes: "The action of the plot unfolds against a very broad and varied geographical background, usually in three to
five countries separated by seas" (88), which uncannily anticipates the theater of
Marco Polo's Travels.
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A thorough treatment of the fact/fiction problematic, though from a preBakhtinian point of view, is provided by Percy G. Adams in the chapter "The
Truth-Lie Dichotomy," in Travel Literature and the Evolution of the Novel
(Lexington: University of Kentucky, 1983) , 81-102.
13. Sir Henry Yule, The Book ofSer Marco Polo the Venetian Concerning the Kingdoms and Marvels ofthe East, rev. Henri Cordier, 2 vols. (London: Murray, 1903).
14. A similar decision to write French in order to "have a wider audience" was
made by Mandeville, according to Robert Silverberg, The Realm of Prester john
(Stanford: Stanford University Press, 1971), 150.
15. See Michel Foucault, TheArchaeologofKnowledge(New York: Pantheon, 1972);
Reinhart Kosellek, Futures Past: On the Semantics ofHistorical Time (Cambridge
Mass.: MIT Press, 1985); Hayden White, Metahistory (Baltimore: Johns Hopkins
University Press, 1978); and idem., The Content ofForm: Narrative Discourse and
Historical Representation (Baltimore: Johns Hopkins University Press, 1987).
16. Bakhtin' s emphasis; originally from Problemy poetiki Dostoevskogo (Problems of
Dostoevsky's Poetics), 2d ed. (Moscow, 1963), as quoted in Wlad Godzich's
translation, 78, by Tzvetan Todorov, 173. Although these views have lately been
identified with Bakhtin's interpretation of Rabelais, in Rabelais and His World
(Cambridge, Mass.: MIT Press, 1968), their validity is by no means limited to the
sixteenth century.
17. There were, of course, some accounts prior to Marco Polo's: Friar Julian of
Hungary, John of Pian di Carpine, Simon of St. Quentin, William Rubruck, and
others, excellently detailed by de Rachewiltz. A widely disseminated synthesis of
these travels is contained in _V incent of Beauvais' s Speculum historiale ofr253.
18. The designation "European" deliberately appears in quotation marks here,
characterizing its use as a Europocentric delusion, a delusion arising from the
notion that things European are homogeneous and permanent. Evidently, there
have been many "European" practices - say, shamanistic, non- or pre-Christian
ones in Wales or the Urals - that Marco Polo would have found to be as strange as,
if not stranger than, the ones he observed and described in the Far East.
19. Maabar, not to be confused with Malabar, is the Arabic name of India's
southeast coast, also called Coromandel. In fact, once he has left China, Marco
Polo's descriptions oflndonesia and India may be considered to represent yet another chronotope - perhaps a mixture of the two on which this article concentrates
- for his observations on India tend not to have the same directness as those of the
Far East. Nevertheless, that subject will have to await further study.
12.

